
Arrangements can be made to meet your needs! 

Enjoy Matsushima, one of Japan's three most scenic spots, from a boat!

Special party to enjoy the spectacular view of Matsushima Bay on a chartered cruise

Sample Itinerary

- 17:00 Sightseeing in Matsushima

17:00 - 17:30 Boarding starts, welcome drink

17:30 - Night cruise departure, buffet starts

- 19:30 Return to the port

■A chartered boat will provide a special and private space for guests!

■How about a night cruise to enjoy views that are different from the 

daytime view of Matsushima, one of Japan’s three most scenic views? You 

can also enjoy listening to jazz or have a party on board.

■We will do our best to meet your requests! Feel free to contact us!

Past events on the boat:

●Wine and Italian buffet: Cruising sunset dinner on the boat deck

●Sake tasting on board at a special bar counter

●Enjoy sushi made by a local sushi chef

*If you wish to offer food on board, you will need to make a separate 

contract with the caterer. We will introduce you to a caterer, but you will be 

responsible for making the contract and payment individually.

Period

Max. number 

of people

Details

Fee

Route

Required time

Contact for details (the maximum capacity varies depending on the 

type of the boat and the content of the event)

Year round (basically after 4:00 p.m., but another timeframe is 

acceptable if a boat is available)

Contact for details (depends on boat type and time)

Chartered cruise in Matsushima Bay (*Inquire about food and drinks 

and events on board)

The organizer will decide the departure and arrival point (Matsushima 

or Shiogama), and the route will be decided by the cruise operator. 

Generally 2 to 2.5 hours from departure to return.(*If a meal is included, 

about 1 hour is required before and after departure due to 

preparation/cleanup.)

Reservation 

and

contact

Unique Venue

Sendai Tourism, Convention and 

International Association will handle 

reservations for you. 
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